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1. Introduction

Abstract - The main purpose of this research is to determine
frictional characteristics of human ocular surfaces. A
mathematical model for frictional coefficients was proposed.
Parameters of the model were determined by a computational
algorithm employing BSG (BattleStar Galactica)-Starcraft of
PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization). This research also aims to
show validities the computational algorithm employing the
BSG-Starcraft of PSO and the algorithm employing the genetic
algorithm and least-squares method developed in the authors’
previous research. The physical apparatus developed by the
authors in the previous research was used to measure the
normal forces, frictional forces and velocities of the probe on
eye surfaces of healthy subjects simultaneously. Then, the
frictional characteristic curves of human ocular surfaces were
calculated by using the present and previous computational
algorithms. Finally, both computational algorithms were
validated by comparing both results on the frictional
characteristics of cornea and bulbar conjunctiva. The authors
have succeeded in determining the frictional characteristics of
human ocular surfaces.

In recent years, dry eye syndrome has been
recognized as common health problems that cause
patients visiting ophthalmologists. Dry eye syndrome
may cause deterioration of quality of life and vision.
Therefore, many researches on dry eye syndrome have
been performed. S. Patel et al. [1] reported that during
the use of visual displays, people tend to reduce their
blinking rate and the stability of tear film.
In addition, M. Uchino et al. [2] stated that dry eye
syndrome has a significant influence on patients’ quality
of life. Moreover, M. Uchino et al. [3] concluded that dry
eye syndrome decreases attendance rate in workplaces
of people using visual displays in Japan.
In addition, the increasing use of contact lenses
may cause the increasing dry eye syndrome. M. Guillon
et al. [4] reported that some 43% of volunteers wearing
soft contact lenses in Contact Lens Research
Consultants, London, U.K were recognized have dry eye
symptoms. Their study concluded that persons wearing
contact lenses are more vulnerable to get dry eye
syndrome than persons without contact lenses.
Furthermore, researchers have shown an
increased interest in mechanical friction on a human
ocular surface. H. Pult et al. [5] discussed the friction
between upper eyelid and cornea or between upper
eyelid and surfaces of a contact lens during
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spontaneous blinks. Besides, H. Pult et al. [6]
investigated correlations between the blink frequency
and the type of blink, and between the dry eye
symptoms and the lid-parallel conjunctival folds.
Moreover, I. Cher [7] studied disorders on ocular
surfaces that may be caused by mechanical friction or
deterioration of a function of lubricity within the eyes.
In addition, the authors of this paper [8] assessed a
newly developed eyelid pressure measurement system
using a tactile pressure sensor. This system is used to
evaluate the pressure of the eyelids on the ocular
surface in normal and diseased eyes.
Furthermore,
measurements
of
frictional
coefficients of human ocular surfaces have been
conducted by some researchers. T. Wilson et al. [9]
performed the measurements of frictional coefficients
on ocular surfaces of twenty eight humans. This report
stated that the frictional coefficients of human ocular
surfaces lie between 0.006 and 0.015. Recently, the
authors of this paper [10] developed the frictional
coefficients of human ocular surfaces have been
measured using the physical apparatus. In their
research, the computational algorithm combining the
genetic algorithm and least-squares method was also
developed for measuring the frictional coefficients of
human ocular surfaces.
On the other hand, many researches have been
conducted to solve optimization problems using some
algorithms such as PSO and genetic algorithm. Some
researchers have examined the effectiveness of PSO and
genetic algorithm. S. Panda et al. [11] compared the
performance of both algorithms in order to solve the
stabilities of a power system. They reported that both
algorithms could be used in optimizing parameters of
the controller of FACTS (Flexible Alternating Current
Transmission System). In addition, R. Hassan et al. [12]
examined the computational efficiency of both genetic
algorithm and PSO to find solutions of optimization test
functions. In their study, it is reported that the PSO is
more efficient than the genetic algorithm.
While, among many variants of PSO, S. Salmon
[13] developed the BSG-Starcraft of PSO and evaluated
its performance by solving some optimization test
functions. The idea of the BSG-Starcraft of PSO came
from the movie of BattleStar Galactica and a video game
Starcraft. Then, the BSG-Starcraft of PSO has been used
to solve optimization problems. For example, D.
Chamoret et al. [14] implemented the BSG-Starcraft of
PSO to minimize the thermal residual stresses (TRS) of
the unidirectional ceramic matrix composites (CMCs).

Although many researches have been interested
in mechanical friction of human ocular surfaces, the
frictional characteristics of human ocular surfaces have
not been clarified. In addition, to best our knowledge,
no studies exist on mechanical friction of human ocular
surfaces which employing the BSG-Starcraft of PSO to
determine the frictional characteristics of human ocular
surfaces.
In the present study, the physical apparatus
developed by the authors in the previous research
was used to measure the normal forces, frictional
forces and velocities of the probe on eye surfaces of
healthy subjects simultaneously. The computational
algorithm employing the BSG-Starcraft of PSO was
developed to determine the frictional characteristics
of human ocular surfaces. The frictional characteristic
curves of cornea and bulbar conjunctiva were
calculated by using both the algorithm employing the
BSG-Starcraft of PSO and the algorithm employing the
genetic algorithm developed by the authors’ previous
research. In addition, the validation of the
computational algorithms was conducted by
comparing the frictional characteristics of cornea and
bulbar conjunctiva obtained by the BSG-Starcraft of
PSO and those obtained by the genetic algorithm.

2. Frictional Coefficients of Human Ocular
Surface
2.1. Physical Apparatus for Measuring the Frictional
Coefficients
In the field of mechanical engineering, it is
generally accepted that the Hersey Number can be used
to identify the frictional coefficients on journal bearings.
The Hersey Number [15] is expressed by

Hs 

ηω
p

(1)

Where η, ω, and p denote the viscosity of
lubricating oil, the rotational speed of a shaft, and the
pressure of lubricating oil behind the location of the
minimum separation between the shaft and the bearing,
respectively.
In this research, it is considered that the frictional
coefficient, µ of a human ocular surface is related to the
viscosity, η of tear fluid, the velocity, Vn of nictation, and
the palpebral pressure, P. Then, the physical apparatus
that can measure the moving velocity, V of the probe,
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the normal force, N and the frictional force, F was
developed by the research group of authors [10].
Figure 1 shows the moving directions of the
probe in the physical apparatus on the left eye. The
probe is contacted on the human ocular surface by
moving it in the Z direction. Then the normal force, N,
the frictional force, F and the moving velocity, V of the
probe are measured by moving the probe in the X
direction.
Figure 2. Frictional coefficient measuring unit assembly
including the frictional coefficient measuring apparatus and
the device to measure the moving velocity of the probe.

2.2. Mathematical Model for Frictional Coefficients
In a normal eye, a tear layer exists between the
ocular surface and the eyelid, whereas in a dry eye,
some areas of the surfaces directly contact each other.
Thus, the frictional coefficient, µ of a human ocular
surface is considered to be within the range of fluid
lubrication when the surfaces are fully separated by the
tear layer and considered to be within the range of
mixture lubrication when the ocular surface is dry.
In this research, a new number, X that is capable
of calculating the frictional coefficient, µ of the human
ocular surface given by equation (2) is proposed as
follows:

(a) Left side view

(b) Front view
Figure 1. Moving directions of the probe in the physical
apparatus on the left eye.

Figure 2 shows the frictional coefficient
measuring unit assembly including the frictional
coefficient measuring apparatus and the device to
measure the moving velocity of the probe. The frictional
coefficient measuring unit was used to measure the
normal force, N and the frictional force, F acquired by
the probe. The normal force, N and the frictional force, F
were collected by the core device of the frictional
coefficient measuring apparatus that is connected to a
laptop. The device developed by the authors was used
to measure the moving velocity, V of the probe. The
device consists of a frame to fix a face, an encoder, two
pulleys, a belt, a probe housing, a microcontroller and a
laptop. The encoder is connected to the microcontroller
in order to convert the angular velocity, ωp of the
pulleys to the corresponding the moving velocity, V of
the probe connected to the belt to rotate the pulleys.

η p1V p2
X 
N p3

(2)

Where parameters, p1, p2 and p3 denote arbitrary
real numbers.
Then the authors propose the mathematical
model describing the frictional coefficient, µ of the
human ocular surface by incorporating the proposed
number, X as follows:

  p 4 X n  4  p5 X n 5  ...  p n 1 X  p n

(3)

Where parameters, p4, p5, … and pn also denote
arbitrary real numbers. In this paper, it is assumed that
η is constant and equal to 1, in other words p1 = 0.
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The second step is the evaluation of the objective

3. BSG-Starcraft of PSO

3.1. Parameters in Frictional Characteristic Curve of
Human Ocular Surface Using BSG-Starcraft of PSO
In this research, determining parameters p1, …, pn
in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) was treated as an optimization
problem. As compared with genetic algorithm, PSO has
been proven to have some advantages. The PSO is
simpler for composition of an algorithm, faster for
computational speed, and fewer for the number of
parameters than the genetic algorithm. Therefore, in
this paper, the PSO was applied to solve optimal values
for the parameters. Then, a computational algorithm
employing the BSG-Starcraft of PSO was developed to
identify the parameters, p1, …, pn in Eq. (2) and Eq.
(3). The computational algorithm consists of several
steps.
The first step is the initialization of positions,
velocities and inertia weights of all particles in the
swarm. The position and velocity of particle i at
iteration j in the n-dimensional search space were
j
denoted as x ij  (x i,1
, x i,2j , ..., x i,jn )  (p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n )

j
function. The objective function, F i of particle i at
iteration j was given by:
ne

Fi j  

(i = 1 ~ n s )

(7)

j

research, the value of the objective function, F i was
minimized by the BSG-Starcraft of PSO algorithm.
The third step is the determination of the personal
best position of particle i, PBest, i and the best global position
in the current swarm, G Best . The personal best position of
particle i, PBest, i is determined by the smallest value of the
j

objective function, F i obtained by the particle i at all
previous iterations. The personal best position of particle
i, PBest, i that has the smallest value of the objective

0

function among the others is determined as G Best .
The fourth step is the selection of the best global
position in the current swarm, G Best as the carrier,

x Carrier . In each iteration, the carrier, x Carrier is used to

(4)

send
j
x Raptor

Here x min and x max denote the lower and upper
bounds on x, respectively.

k

some
new
particles
called
raptors,
j
j
j
 (x Raptor k,1 , x Raptor k,2 , ..., x Raptor k, n )  (p1 , p2 , ..., pn )

with the probability 0.9. The objective function,
j
FRaptor
k of raptor k at iteration j is evaluated using

(5)

formula as expressed in Equation (8).

Here v min and v max denote the lower and upper
bounds on v, respectively.
While the inertia weight, w j was calculated as
follows:

 w max  w min 
 j
j max



2

Here μ l , n e and n s denote the actual experimental
value of frictional coefficient of the human ocular
surface, the number of experimental values and the
number of particles in a swarm, respectively. In this

The initial positions, x i and velocities, v i of all
particles were randomly generated within pre-defined
ranges as expressed in Equations (4) and (5).

w j  w max  

 μl

l 1

and v ij  (v i,1j , v i,2j , ...,v i,j n ) respectively.
0

μ i

j
FRaptor

k



ne

μ k  μ l 2

l 1


(k = 1 ~ n r )

(8)

Here n r denotes the number of raptors in each
iteration. In this research, n r was set to 20.
Figure 3 shows the schematics of raptors exploring
the space. A jump vector, namely Jump is defined when
there is one raptor reaches best position than the best
global position in the current swarm,
Consequently, the swarm jumps to the new position by the
translation of the vector Jump. The carrier, x Carrier
position is now the raptor which has the best position.

(6)

Where w min and w max denote the minimum and
maximum inertia weights. In this research, w min and
w max were set to 0.4 and 0.9, respectively.
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Therefore, the PBest, i and G Best are updated due to the
new position of the swarm.

G Best in the current swarm and the personal best position,
PBest, i of the particle i are combined with w j , c 1 , c 2 , r1
and r2 . The position, x i,j g1 of the particle i in the next
iteration is affected by the current velocity, v i,j g of the
particle i, the best global position, G Best in the current
swarm and the personal best position, PBest, i of the
particle i.

Figure 3. Schematics of raptors exploring the space.

In the fifth and sixth steps, the velocity and position
of particle i are updated using Equations (9) and (10),
respectively.

v i,j g1  w jv i,j g  c 1 r1 (PBest, i, g  x i,j g )
 c 2 r2 (G Best, g  x i,j g )

x i,j g1  x i,j g v i,j g1

Figure 4. Updating velocity and position of a particle.

3.2. Procedure for Determining Parameters in
Frictional Characteristic Curve of Human Ocular
Surface Using BSG-Starcraft of PSO
The procedure for determining parameters in
the frictional characteristic curve of the human ocular
surface using the BSG-Starcraft of PSO is given by the
pseudo-code as follows:
1: Randomly initialize x i0 , w j and v i0 of all particles

(9)

(10)

Here c 1 and c 2 denote the self confidence factor
and the swarm confidence factor, respectively. In this
research, c 1 and c 2 were set equal to 2. The r1 and r2
denote the random numbers uniformly distributed in the
range (0, 1).
Figure 4 shows the updating velocity and position of
j
a particle. In order to update the velocity, v i, g of the

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

particle i expressed in Eq. (9), the best global position,

7:
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0

Evaluate the objective function of all particles, F i
Determine the personal best position of particle i,

PBest, i  x i,0g
Determine the best global position in the current
swarm, G Best
while j ≤ j max do
for i =1 to n s do
Set the G Best as the carrier, x Carrier

8:
9:

Randomly create n r raptors, with a probability =
0.9
j
Evaluate the objective function, FRaptor
k of raptor k

at iteration j
j
j
10: if k/FRaptor k ≤ F x Carrier then
Set the jump vector as
j
11: Jump = x Raptor k, g - x Carrier and jump the swarm to

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

the new position
Evaluate the objective function for the swarm at the
new position
Else
Evaluate the objective function of the swarm at the
original position
end if
Update the PBest, i

(a) Normal force.

17: Update the G Best
18: Update the velocity of particle i according to Eq. (9)
Update the position of particle i according to Eq.
19:
(10)
20: end for
21: end while

4. Data Measured by Physical Apparatus

(b) Frictional force.

Figure 5 shows the examples of cornea’s data
measured by the physical apparatus. Time history
responses of normal forces, N, frictional forces, F and
displacements, d of the probe were measured at the
same time using the physical apparatus.
In this experiment, the normal forces, N were
applied to the cornea within the range of 9.33 × 10-2 [N]
to 2.63 × 10-1 [N]. As for the displacements, d, of the
probe, they were measured by the encoder. The
displacements, d were controlled to be within the range
of 2.00 × 10-3 [m] to 4.25 × 10-3 [m]. As for the normal
forces, N and the frictional forces, F, their average
values were calculated from each measured data.

(c) Displacement
Figure 5. Examples of cornea’s data measured by
the physical apparatus.

Figure 6 shows the examples of cornea’s results
calculated by using the measured data. The frictional
coefficients, µ were calculated by using the measured
the normal forces, N and the frictional forces, F. The
velocities, V of the probe were calculated by using the
measured displacements, d of the probe. The average
values of the frictional coefficients, µ and the velocities, V
48

were calculated in order to determine the frictional
characteristics of human ocular surface. In this
experiment, the average values of the frictional
coefficients, µ varied within the range of 0.04 to 0.11.
The average values of the velocities, V of the probe varied
within the range of 2.04 × 10-3 [m/s] to 3.98 × 10-3 [m/s].
The calculated results on the bulbar conjunctiva
were similar to those of the cornea. The average values
of the frictional coefficients, µ varied within the range
of 0.04 to 0.13. The average values of the velocities, V
of the probe varied within the range of 1.81 × 10-3 [m/s]
to 3.07 × 10-3 [m/s].

Figure 7 shows the examples of frictional
characteristic curves calculated by using the BSGStarcraft of PSO. The calculated frictional coefficient, µ
of human ocular surface were plotted as the function of
X, based on the values of V and N.
Figure 7 (a) shows the frictional characteristic
curve of cornea and bulbar conjunctiva in mixed and
fluid lubrication regions. These data were obtained
from one of the healthy subjects. The BSG-Starcraft of
PSO was implemented by setting the number, n s = 20
of particles in a swarm. The parameters, p 2 = 0.85
and p3 = 0.26 indicate the values obtained when the
j
objection function became the best value, F i = 0.103.
j

The best objective function value, F i achieved within
the maximum iteration number, j max = 200. As for
this subject, the results on the cornea revealed that
the frictional coefficients fall within both the mixed
lubrication and the fluid one. Then, the results on the
bulbar conjunctiva revealed that the frictional
coefficients fall within only the mixed lubrication.
When the measurement on Figure 7 (a) was
carried out, the measurement on the cornea was
firstly conducted, then followed by the measurement
of the bulbar conjunctiva. Thus, the measurement
data on the cornea showed that they were in both wet
and dry conditions. While the measurement data on
the bulbar conjunctiva showed that they were in only
dry condition.
Figure 7 (b) shows the frictional characteristic
curve of cornea and bulbar conjunctiva in fluid
lubrication region. These data were obtained from
another healthy subject. The BSG-Starcraft of PSO was
implemented by setting the number, n s = 40 of particles
in a swarm. The parameters, p 2 = 2.48 and p3 = 2.58
indicate the values obtained when the objective function

(a) Frictional coefficient.

j

j

became the best value, F i = 0.202. The best value, F i =
0.202 achieved within the maximum iteration number,
j max = 200. The results on both the cornea and the
bulbar conjunctiva revealed that the frictional
coefficients fall within only the fluid lubrication.
When the measurement on Figure 7 (b) was carried
out, the measurement on the cornea was firstly conducted,
then followed by the measurement of the bulbar
conjunctiva. As for this subject, the measurement data on
both the cornea and the bulbar conjunctiva showed that
they were in only wet condition.

(b) Velocity of probe.
Figure 6. Examples of cornea’s results calculated by
using the measured data.

4.1. Frictional Characteristic Curves of Human
Ocular Surface Calculated by Using BSG-Starcraft of
PSO
In this research, the data measured from healthy
subjects were used to determine the frictional
characteristic curves of human ocular surface by using
the BSG-Starcraft of PSO.
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frictional characteristic curve of cornea and bulbar
conjunctiva fall within only fluid lubrication region. The
parameters p 2 = 2.31 and p3 = 2.34 indicate the values
determined by using the genetic algorithm.
Despite using the different methods, namely the
BSG-Starcraft of PSO and the genetic algorithm, the
frictional characteristic curves of human ocular surface
calculated by the BSG-Starcraft of PSO have the similar
characteristics as those calculated by the genetic
algorithm.
It is generally said that both the BSG-Starcraft of
PSO and the genetic algorithm cannot find one
determinative solution because both methods are
evolutionary
algorithms.
However,
frictional
characteristic curves calculated by the BSG-Starcraft of
PSO have the similar characteristics as those calculated
by the genetic algorithm. These results represent that
the frictional characteristic curves calculated by the
BSG-Starcraft of PSO and the genetic algorithm are
reasonable.

(a) Frictional characteristic curve of cornea and bulbar
conjunctiva in mixed and fluid lubrication regions.

(b) Frictional characteristic curve of cornea and bulbar
conjunctiva in fluid lubrication region.
Figure 7. Examples of frictional characteristic curves
calculated by using the BSG-Starcraft of PSO.

4.2. Comparison of Frictional Characteristic Curves
of Human Ocular Surface Calculated by
Computational Algorithms Employing both BSGStarcraft of PSO and Genetic Algorithm
Figure 8 shows the examples of frictional
characteristic curves calculated by using the genetic
algorithm. The calculated frictional coefficients, µ of
human ocular surface were plotted as the function of
X, based on the values of V and N.
Figure 8 (a) shows the frictional characteristic curve
of cornea and bulbar conjunctiva in mixed and fluid
lubrication regions. These data used in Figure 8 (a) are the
same ones as Figure 7 (a). The parameters p 2 = 0.85 and
p3 = 0.25 indicate the values obtained by using the
genetic algorithm.
Figure 8 (b) shows the frictional characteristic
curve of cornea and bulbar conjunctiva in fluid
lubrication region. These data used in Figure 8 (b) are
the same ones as Figure 7 (b). In Figure 8 (b), the

(a) Frictional characteristic curve of cornea and bulbar
conjunctiva in mixed and fluid lubrication regions.

(b) Frictional characteristic curve of cornea and bulbar
conjunctiva in fluid lubrication region.
Figure 8. Examples of frictional characteristic curves
calculated by using the genetic algorithm.
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5. Conclusion

The summary of the results is shown below.
(1) The computational algorithm employing
BSG-Starcraft of PSO for determining the frictional
characteristics of the human ocular surface was
developed.
(2) Frictional characteristic curves of the
human ocular surface have been calculated by using
both the algorithm employing the BSG-Starcraft of PSO
and the algorithm employing the genetic algorithm
developed by the authors’ previous research.
(3) The validities of the both computational
algorithm employing the BSG-Starcraft of PSO and the
algorithm developed in the previous work employing
the genetic algorithm and least-squares method were
shown by comparing the both results of the frictional
characteristics of the human ocular surfaces. It can be
concluded that both the computational algorithms
employing the BSG-Starcraft of PSO and the genetic
algorithm are reasonable for determining the frictional
characteristics of the human ocular surfaces.
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